
CASE STUDY OF CHOKHI DHANI

Choki Dhani Rajasthan Heritage Village Case study.

Performers conduct Kalbeliya dance, Chari dance, Ghoomar dance, and much more. It is an inherent part of all
temple and cultural festivals in Kerala. However, if you wish to enjoy luxury along with culture, you can
choose to stay in the resort. Backwaters, historical structures, culture, wildlife, and natural beauty, the state has
all these and more. Top dishes to try in Chokhi Dhani are daal bati churma, ghee based sweets and many
others. Fast music dances are performed while the dancer holds seven to eleven pots on the head. The beats of
instruments like udukku and chenda and the nadaswaram are integral part of the kavadi procession. With all its
typical ambiance and aura Chokhi Dhani has gained popularity more like another tourist destination in Jaipur
than a dwelling to stay in. Kund Large traditional swimming pool like the one kings enjoyed in historic times
and an adjacent health club. Beach Resort at Alleppey, Kerala. SITE Site covers an area of 18 acres, of which
a five acre land is earmarked for future projects. Mohiniyattam is a classical solo dance style, which is a blend
of the grace and elegance of Bharata Natyam with the strength and force of Kathakali to build a mood of
sringara or romance. The list of games might vary from time to time. Kaliyoottu is an eight daylong folk ritual,
which depicts the combat between goddess Durga and the demon Darika. From the railway station, you can
find buses, autos and cabs to reach Chokhi Dhani. The roofs, wherever air-conditioning was not planned, have
been erected with iron pipes and purlins, which are covered with bamboo net and terracotta tiles keloos ,
brought from different parts of the region. Even the entrance gate is planned borrowing form of toran dwar
with a typical warm village reception of tilak, arti and nagara. This massage is said to relieve stress,
immediately. Parking area is not detailed as the rest of the resort and hence stands out. Kavadiyattam is a
ritualistic dance form performed by a group of devotees wearing bright yellow or saffron costumes with ash
smeared all over the body. There are numerous stalls including Kalagram, where you can buy original
Rajasthani handicrafts and other souvenir stores. The place serves authentic cuisine with fresh ingredients and
in an authentic setting. Chakyarkoothu, also called koothu, is one of the oldest classical theatre arts of Kerala.
Sargahsulli shopping arcade The architecture depicts historical clock tower and the ancient craft of shopping
arcade at its best. This recreation involves visual representation of the battle. Bioscope Bioscope in Chokhi
Dhani There is a station for bioscope inside the village. Animal back rides Camel Safari in Chokhi Dhani The
village provides many different rides around the area. All these art forms are performed during some
celebration or festivity. Music is an essential feature of Kathakali and two vocalists are there who sing to the
beats of a Chengila gong , Elathalam small cymbals , Chenda and Maddalam. From airport, you can find buses
and cabs to reach Chokhi Dhani, directly. Reception hall area, capacity, and facilities are grossly insufficient.
Underground bar is although elegant and intimate but also gives feeling of congested ness. You can find trains
from numerous destinations of the country. You can spot displays that explain the diversity of the country, in
this museum. The biggest among these backwaters is the Vembanad lake, with an area of sq km, which opens
out into the Arabian Sea at Cochin port. It also sometimes makes use of traditional pattern of art and
architecture with an emphasis of local architecture and at the same time use of high end technology and
infrastructure. The dance is performed in the light of temple torches Beach Resort at Alleppey, Kerala. A
village fair is organized daily with different entertainers who give a variety of performances.


